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AND MOTIVATION

objective of our project entitled as'hnage conprasion and deconpression using lossy

lmsless methds" is to reduce the size of image using lossless algorithm and lossy -

with the help of MATLAB programming. To perform these, the sequential

of the process has been studied. Target of image compression is to eliminate

nt bits present in the image using two methds and to calculate the MSE, SNR,

C.F (compression factor) and evaluate the basic differences between decompressed

from these two methods of compression. After that different approaches are

to reduce more and more bits with less degradation of image information.

The growing field of image compression and its increasing future prospects on

fields has encouraged us to take over this project. lmage compression is a research

project and a very challenging task in the field as well as several researches are going

and we are really keen to enrich our knowledge in this field and to focus in its
in various technology in future days.
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Image compression is the application of data compression on digital images. Image
can be lossy or lossless. ln this paper it is being attempted to implement basic

compression using MATLAB. In this project both the lossless and lossy compression
have been used. Lossless compression cannot affect the image clarity but its

factor is relatively smaller and when further compression is required lossy
is used. Image compression addresses the problem of reducing the amount of

required to represent a digital image. It is also used for reducing the redundancy that is
but avoiding the duplicate data. It also reduces the storage area to load an image. For

purpose JPEG standard is used for image compression. JpEG is a still frame compression
which is based on, the Discrete cosine Transform and it is also adequate for most

applications.
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l.l Introduction
Compressing an image is significantly different than compressing raw binary

data. Of course, general pwpose compression programs can be used to compress
images, but the result is less than optimal. DCT has been widely used in signal
processing of image. The one-dimensional DCT is useful in processing one-
dimensional signals such as speech waveforms[2]. For analysis of two dimensional
(2D) signals such as images, we need a 2D version of the DCT data, especially in
coding for compression, for its near-optipal performance. JpEG is a commonly used
standard method of compression for photographic images[5]. The name JpEG stands
for Joint Photographic Experts Croup, the name of the committee who created the
standard. JPEG provides for lossy compression of images.

1.2 Objective of Image Compression
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is a technique for converting a single into

elementary frequency component [3] .It is widely used in the image compression.
Here DCT based approach is used because DCT has good energy compaction
property [] and does not generate any complex coefficient. This approach can
effectively be used for both lossless and lossy type ofcompression.

1.3 Definition of Image Compression
Image compression is minimizing the size in by,tes of a graphical file ith or

without degrading the quality of the image up to some acceptable level. The reduction
in file size allows more images to be stored in a given amount of disk or memory
space. It also reduces the time required for images to be sent over the intemet or
downloaded from web pages. Generally image compression schemes exploit certain

data redundancies to convgrt the image to a smaller form,



2.1.4 Basic Types of Compression
Compressions are basically of two typcs: lossless (or infomration prcscrving)

and lossy compression.

Lossless compression: with lossless compression, data is compressed without any loss

ofdata. lt assumes you want to get everything back that you put in i.e., we can reconstruct a perfect

reproduction of the original from the compression. Critical financial data files are examples where

lossless compression is required.

lossy compression: with lossy compression, it is assumed that some loss of

information is acceptable. In case of reconstruction, the information from the compressed

data is closed to but not exactly the same as the original. compression factor can be

improved by allowing the algorithm to lose more information. Lossy compression algorithms

usually have an adjustable parameter to control this compression vs. Quality trade off.

L0ssLEss

Reprcscntation of comprcssiolr tcchniqucs.

Some of the data compression techniques:
l. Lossless coding techniques

a. Run length encoding
b. Huffman encodins

2 .Lossy coding technique

a. Transform coding (DCT)

b.Uniform quantization



BLOCK DIAGRAM: IMAGE COMPRESSION
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l.2The Block Diagram of Image Compression Model

IMAGE DECOMPRESSION

ONIGINAL
IMAGE

Fig 1.3 : lmage Decompression model



DO WE NEED IMAGE COMPRESSION?
if a digital image is saved as a file on a camera or a web server, it is essentially

as a long string of bits (zeros and ones). The idea of compression is very simple - we

change the bit representation ofeach byte with the hope that the rew dictionary lelds
string of bits needed to store the image .The need for image compression becomes

when number of bits per image are computed resulting from typical sampling rates

quantization methods. for e.g.: an image 1024 pixel * 1024 pixel bit, rvithout compression

require 3 MB of storage and 7 minutes for transmission, using high speed,64 k bitVs,
line. Ifa image is compressed at a l0:l compression ratio, the storage requirement is

to 300 kb and transmission time droos to under 6 seconds.

2.1 Introduction
It has excellent energy compaction properties, and as a result it has been

chosen as the basis for the Joint photography Experts group (JPEC)[5] still picture

compression standard. However losses usually results from the quantization of DCT
Coefficients, where the quantization is necessary to achieve Compression. The

advantage of DCT is not only the energy compaction properties, but also the

correlation that exists between high energy coeflicients in neighbouring transformed

blocks.

2.2 Transformation of image into transform domain using

DCT
The DCT method is an example of a transform method. Rather than simply

trying to compress the pixel values directly, the images are first transformed into

transform domain. The Discrete Cosine Method uses continuous cosine waves, like
cos (x) below, of increasing frequencies to represent the image pixels.

Firstly, the image must be transformed into the transform domain. This is

done in blocks across the whole rmase.

f(i.i) F(u.v)

Fig 2.1 Transformation of Image into transform domain

l0



DCT Mathematical form: -
FORWARD DCT (FOR COMPRESSTON PART)

U,V) =

here N :8 andC(k): fork*Q
otherwise

2.4 Advantages of DCT

) The transformation is orthogonal (inverse is transpose and energy is preserved).

) Fast algorithms can be used for computation.

) The output for (near) constant matrices generally consists of a large number of (near)
zero values.

> DCT reduce "blocking artifacts" (i.e., boundaries between sub-images do not become

very visible).

2.5 Disadvantages of DCT
> Truncation of higher spectral coefficients results in blurring of the images, especially

wherever the details are high.

> Quantization of some of the low spectral coefficients introduces graininess in the

smooth portions of the images.

2.6 Relationship between DCT and FFT

DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) is actually a cut-down version of the Fourier
Transform / Fast Fourier Transform (FFT):

.:. DCT consist of only the real part of FFT i.e.(cosine termsl

.:. DCT is computationally simpler and faster than FFT/FT

* DCT more Gommonly used in Multimedia compression.
* DCT can concentrate more low frequency energy than FFT/FT

{. DcT has less blocking effect than as compared to FFT/FT.

n(Zy + I)v
,arI

^ rV- f /V-1

ftcoll I rl,y)cos
X=0 Y=0

1)u2x*
2Nt,

t'l

2N

ll



Image Compression & Decompression process

I . Original image is divided into blocks of 8 x 8.

2. Pixel values ofa black and white image range from 0-255.

3. Fonvard equation ofDCT is uscd to calculate DCT ntatrix. DCT is applied on

each and every blocks of siz(8*8).

4. Each block is thcn compressed through quantization.

5. Quantized matrix is then cntropy encodcd.

6. Compressed image is reconstructed through reverle proccss.

7. lnverse DCT is used for decomoression.

3.L.1.2
The operation of DCT is as follows:

*for e.g. f( i, j) is the intensity of the pixel in row i and column i.

Original image

t2



oBSERVED DCT VALUES OF I-BLOCK (8*8)

DC-COEFFICIENT

-8.2509

7L.4789

6.5883

-12.2500

5.8440

0.9279

{.6525

34.3563 27.8261 28.5578 32.7s00 30.5437 27.9814

-26.1972 -15.5082 -15.7990 -8.3519 -11.3874 _5.1907

3.3590 13.4069 -2.4865 8.2124 -s.1099 1.1036

9.5185 16.7331 7.5177 L1.7959 2.9540 6.6525

-r7.5473 -12.3795 -12.3893 -9.7500 -7.7t34 _2.4490

10.8077 7.4068 6.1359 2.3845 2.8671 1.9oss

-1.3760 -0.3964 -2.0708 -0.4251 0.7351 2.0931

0.0911 -1.21i6 -2.1910 -3.4s84 -2.s490 0.s686

-3.0909

-3.0022

2.4423

-1.9301

1.5969

0.6613

15.4695

-0.1876

AC-COEFFICIENI

After applying DCT on a block we observed following images:

t]rle;ltf,tl!rlttilItf,ltl
SSTFBTI;It|ns;;rl:xr;nttrFxl;3r !t; il tt;f I
F r!mla m H3n[ |ttglltt![HGnl

Fig2.2.: Applying DCT on an image.
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3,1.1.3 Ziszag Scanning

what is the purpose ofthe Zigzag Scan?

low frequency coefficients in top of vector or a row which are more important as

to the high frequency coefficients as they carry much ofthe information of the

8 x 8 to a I x 64 vector that provides a way to neglect the high frequency coefficients

\
l!t...

Fig3.1: The zigzag scan order

3.1.1.4DPCM
Differential pulse coded modulation (DPCM) is usod on DC part of a image. It

is predicted from previously coded/transmitted samples (known at transmitter and

receiver). Typical signal distortions for intraframe DPCM are granular noise, slope

overload[2]

t

ConFts$d
Itrt3

@
idug3

Fig3.2: DPCM Encoding and Decoding
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MATHEMATICAL FORM OF DPCM:
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3.1.1.4Quantizatioq
DCT-based image compression relies on two techniques to reduce the data rcquired to
represent the image. The first is quantizarion of the image's DCT coefficients; the
second is entropy coding of the quantized coefficients. euantization is the process of
reducing the n'mbcr of possible values of a quantity, thereby rcducing the number of
bits needed to rcpresent it. Entropy coding is a technique for represcnting the
quantized data as compactly as possible. we rvill develop fLrnctions to cuantize
inragcs and to calculatc the levcl of courpression provicled by triffcrent dcjrccs of
quantization. We rvill not implement the cntropy coding required to i."ot" o
compressed imagc file. We need to quantization to throw out bits[3]t4].
Example: l0l l0l :45 (6 bits).
Truncate to 4 bits: l0ll: ll.
Truncate to 3 bits: l0l :5.
Quantization error is the main source of the Lossy Compression.
UNIFORM QUANTIZATION: Step size is equal for all levels.

F (u, v) Quentiz ation = r ound(ffi 
)

F (u, v) arq = F (u,v) qttantizarion X Q@,v)

t5



UNIF9BM R}ICINIEOTI9N

Fig. 8.2: Uniform Scalar Quantizers: (a) Midrise, (b) Midtread.

3.1.1.5
The basic idea in Huffman coding is to assign short codervord's to those input blocks
with high probabilities and long code words to those with low probabilities. A
Huffman code is designed by merging together the two least probable characters, and
repeating this process until there is only one character remaining. The Huffman
coding scheme provides a variableJength code with minimal average code-word
length, i.e. least possible redundancy, for a discrete message source. (Here messages

are grey-values)[3].

Huffinan encoding

Encoder

I

Fig 4.1 : Huffman Encoding

l6
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Huffman decoding

Te,(t

Fig 4.2: Huffman Decoding

3.1.1.6 Run Length Encoding and Decoding Techniques:
Run length encoding is probably the simplest method of compression. It can

be used to compress data made of any combination of symbols. It does not need to
know the frequency of occurrence of symbols and can be very efficient if data is
represented as 0s and ls.The general idea behind this method is to replace consecutive
repeating ocqurences of a symbol by one occurrence of the syrnbol followed by the
number of occurrences. The method can be even more eflicient if the data uses only
two symbols (for example 0 and l) in its bit pattem and one symbol ib more frequent
than the otherfl ].

km-Length- codes

2:9,52 6,1:7
8:6
229,4:6,2:7

1 : 9,1 : B,L:9,2: 6,2'J,l:5

Fig 4.1.1: RLE CODING
t7



Run - Length- cory

Fig 4.1.2 : DECODING

2:9,5: 6,1:7

B:6
Z: 9 ,4: 6,2:7

1:9,1:8,1:9,2: 6, l,l: )

RLE

3.I.1.7INVERSE ZIGZAG SCANING

It is a rcvcrsc process ol zigzag scatrtring lt convcrts a rorv urlttrir (N+ l) back

into a matrix of (N*lvl)size'

f-or c. g.:

P= [14 2357 8691

1) ?

456
7I9

transformation (FOR

iF

Inverse zigzag scanning order

This is the reverse Process of DCT

DECOMPRESSION).

f (x,v) -
For x =0,1,

F
Fu

;

Fig

3.1.1.8 Inverse DCT Transform

NSN$ffi I
I

$irrs-ppF.11

2.........N-L and y=0,!,2"""""N-1 where N=8'

l8



fR:
l. Compression Factor:

S i. z e _a f _or i g inal _rlat a
S iz e _o f _c a'rnpy e s s e d _dat a

2. Signal to noise ratio:

sNRn* =
,r:O ).:O

:>(f<*.t>-f(x,yl)z

Root mean square Error:

€t=nt :

Peak signal to noise ratio:

Peak-dataJolue
PS/VR = 20log,o

RMSI

l9



Images which are used in different web pages in the intemet undergo some compressron

methodology. Image compression benefits users providing- faster picture * l"tuttt -i1
downloadiig from any web Page and it is because it take less :p":",t tt"* lii::
*.p.".rioi do", not reduce the 

-physical 
dimension of an image but instead compresses the

dab that make up the image into a smaller size'

Size Reduction

File size reduction remains the single most significant benefit of image compression'

irip""or"g * *rt;i nte typ" or wo-'ting with, we can continue to compress-the image. until

it's at our desired size. This means the iinage takes up less.space on the hard drive and retains

the same physical .ize, untes, we Ji tn" i"ugtt phytical size. in an image editor' This frle

;";;ili;; ;"rks wondertully ior ttre Inteiet' attowing webmasters to create image-rich

sites without using much bandwidth or storage space'

Slow Devices

Some electronic devices, such as computers or cameras., may load large' uncompressed.

tm;;.Iil;:-cd| a.iu"r, ro, "*"ipii, 
can only read data at a-specific rate and can't display

*l.t;:-*;"t 
it real time. Also,.for some webhosts that transfer data slowly' compressed

irnaqes remain nece.rary ro. a 
'itlly 

functional website' Other forms of storage mediums'

,ri;:;ilil;., *tiiur.o r,*" aiffrculty loading uncompressed files quicklv. Image

compression allows for the faster loading a device'

20



TIONS AND SCOPE

ar€ several applications of lma8e compression. Some of the major applications briefly

below:

lmage compression it is use to create faster loading web pages which in

will make website more accessible to others. This image compression will also save a

of unnecessary bandwidth by providing high-quality image with fraction of file size.

Camera/lmage Processing Hardware's: Users who save lots of photos on their
drive, image compression is more important for those purposes. By compressing image

or downloaded, more images can be store on disk thus saving money from
bigger hard disk.

Science: lmage compression is broadly applied in the field of medical science. lt
very helpful for maintaining data structure ofthe images of the different parts of the body

for each patient during U.C.G and M.R.l and etc. and to improve the qualitv of

System: Using these methods the transmission and reception of data basically

would be easy and more effective from satellite, image archiving will be faster.

could be a fonivard step in many researches related to space and communication.

System, Navigation, Emailing, Multimedaa Application etc and there are various

in which image compression plays a prominent role.



RESULT:

LOSSLESS:

In lossless JPEG scheme DPCM is not applied on dc-part, and no AC coefficients are

neglected. But in lossy compression DPCM is applied for DC part and also neglect some high

frequency AC coefficient. That's why there is difference in quality between decompressed

images.

LOSSLESS COMPRESSED AND DECOMPRESSED IMAGE

LOSSY COMPRESSION WHEN (O % OF AC COEFFICENT

REMOVED)

COMPRESSED DECOMPRESSED

21



MPRESSED & DECOMPRESSED IMAGES ARE:

,oartaonor*ssloN (5% oF AC COEFFICENTS ARE REMOVED)

LOSSYDCOMPRESSION (570 OF AC COEFFICENTS ARE REMOVED)



LOSSYCOMPRESSION (70% OF AC COEFFICENT E ARE REMOVED)

LOSSYDCOMPRESSED WHEN (70%OF AC COEFFICENT REMOVED)

ZJ



LOSSY COMPRESSED WHEN (40% OF AC COEFFICENT REMOVED)

LOSSY DCOMPRESSED WHEN (40% OF AC COEFFICENT REMOVED)

24



OBSEVED DATAS FOR LOSSY IMAGE:

51.927e+0.004

10 1.7679e+0,004

151.5994e+0.m4

20 1.4418e+0.004

251,2982e+0.004

301.1$4er0.004

35 1.0246e+0,004

40 8.7695e+0.m

45 7,$72e+0.m

50 4.4463e+0.m4

55 5.4085e+0.004

60 4,4436e+0,ffi3

55 3.4283e+0.003

1.358 22.7234i
!
I

1.7089 21,7341i

2.3297 20,3882i
I
I

3.0547 19.2116i
I

3.7622 18,3068i
I
t

4.631 17.40451
I

5.4816 16,67211
I
I

7.1808 15.52191
I

8.211s 14.1731i
I

10.0175 14.01/51
I

11.7112 13.37ti
I

12.e396 12.9396i
I

15.5216 12,15181........J

40545

40545

40545

40545

40545

40545

40545

40545

40545

40545

40545

40545

40545

2,1055

2,2934

2.5429

2.8121

3,1233

3.4971

3.9t

4.6234

5.3439

62,i18

7,4965

9.1189

11.8262

Based on above data's various graphs are drawn according to
the relations between SNR,C.F,AMSE,PSNR and AC-
COEFFICIENTS are:

25
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CONCLUSION

From the above analysis and results obtained it is evident that in Lossless

Compression technique (where DPCM of DC part is not taken and % of AC coefficient is not

removed) that is why there is minor difference between original image and decompressed

image in respect of size ,BW,SNR,PSNR,RMSE. But in Lossy Compression technique we

observed a wide difference between the original image and decompressed image in respect

of size, bandwidth, PiNR, c.F, as DPCM is applied on Dc part and % of AC coefficient are

also removed to reduce more storage area, ln lossy if we increase % AC coefficient removal

than compression factor increased, SNR decreased, Avgmse increased, but in lossless AC

coefficient is fixed, We have successfully observed and implemented the two methods that

could be used according to their suitability.

28
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